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dreamed of being Emperor there, and his dream was his
people's undoing. The civil war between John V and John
Cantacuzenus, which broke out in 1341, furnished the oppor-
tunity. By 1345 Dusan had conquered all Macedonia except
Salonica; a few years later he was master of western Thrace,
and by 1349 of Epirus and Thessaly. In 1355 he marched
on Constantinople, with every hope of success; but on the
march he died.
Dusan's titles rose with his ambitions. In 1345, in
defiance of Constantinople, he raised the Archbishop of
Serbia, whose seat was Ipek, to the rank of Patriarch. In
1346 the Serbian and Bulgarian Patriarchs crowned him
Emperor or Tsar of the Serbs and the Greeks. As new
provinces were added to his Empire so their names were
added to his titles. Realizing that Macedonia is the centre
of the Balkan peninsula he moved his capital thither, to
Skoplie (Uskub); and so Macedonia, once the seat of a
Bulgarian Empire, became the seat of the Serbian. But
Salonica eluded his grasp. Further to complete the working
of his realm he collected the laws of Serbia and issued in
I349r his great Zakonnik, or code.
Dusan's code is less important from the purely legal point
of view; its significance rests upon the picture that it gives
of Serbian civilization. In Decanski's reign Serbia, though
rich, was primitive. The Armenian Archbishop Adam who
passed through the country says that there were no walled
castles; all houses were of wood except on the Dalmatian
coast. The Byzantine writer Gregoras depicts the Serbian
Court as highly pretentious, yet sadly wanting in comforts
and decencies. But gold- and silver-mines were being
worked; the valleys were fertile and the hills well wooded.
Dusan's code shows that fortresses and palaces were now
being built. The Court has become a Byzantine bureau-
cracy, each high-titled official with clear-cut functions. The
towns were under the Tsar's officials, Counts for the cities
and Captains for the smaller towns. But the country-side
remained unaffected by Byzantine autocratic methods.
There the nobility ruled, limiting the power of the Tsar.
1 The last sixteen articles of the code were actually issued in 1365, ten years
after his death.

